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MISSION

The Steel Yard’s historic campus is a platform for professional artists, makers and the community to practice and learn the industrial arts. The organization fosters creative and economic opportunities by providing workspace, tools, training, and education, while forging lasting links to a local tradition of craftsmanship.
WHO WE ARE

The Steel Yard is a non-profit industrial arts organization in Providence, RI. Our professional workspace enables community access to welding, blacksmithing, jewelry, ceramics and the foundry arts. We believe in a world made by hand, where individuals, neighbors, businesses, institutions, municipalities and communities come together to enrich our private lives and public spaces through creative work.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Jennifer Carnevale | Chair
Frank Previti | Treasurer
Megan Boyaval | Secretary
  Damian Ewens
  Karen Harris
  Colin Murphy
  Delia Rodriguez-Masjoan
  Lee Wesley

STAFF

Howie Sneider | Executive Director
Islay Taylor | Associate Director
Sally Turner | Development Director
Tim Ferland | Public Projects Director
  Ben Filchak | Studio Director
Jenny Sparks | Client Relations Manager
Chris Dalpe | Communication & Events Manager
  David Allyn | Event Coordinator
Adam Chuong | Course Coordinator
John Nguyen | Art Production Coordinator
  Michelle Raccone | Studio Assistant
HI YARDIES,

Looking back at 2019 I’m absolutely astonished. It’s hard not to romanticize a time before COVID, but last year was truly exceptional. It will be remembered as the year that we renovated the studio and adapted our programs to a year-round cycle. Its lasting impact carried us into a new decade, flush with opportunity and possibility for the arts, economic, environmental and social justice.

Most importantly our values are reflected in every action we took. Public Projects kept artists and fabricators working, installing custom bike racks, fitness equipment and fences across the State. The renovations added accessibility throughout our shop and we welcomed thousands of people to tours and the Halloween Iron Pour. We awarded an incredible number of scholarships; increasing opportunities for learning and welcoming new students into the shop.

We established the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion committee to explore opportunities for justice in all of our programs and promote equitable practices and learning across the organization. And, by operating year-round we were finally able to provide winter-time wages for our instructors and teaching-assistants, and an ongoing studio for everyone.

Today we are socially-distanced at the Yard, and are developing dedicated outdoor workspaces. We’re providing food for everyone who visits or accesses our resources, and we have expanded safety kits for resident artists, students and the community. All of this is made possible by the deep investments of 2019.

Thank you again for contributing your resources, volunteerism and professionalism to this great success. We welcome you all with a shared vision for a more collaborative, inclusive, equitable and sustainable Yard.

Stay Safe,

Howie
The Steel Yard acknowledges that continual learning and action are needed to make our campus and programs safe, inclusive, equitable, and just. We commit to reimagine, rebuild and develop programs and systems to counteract the harm caused by structural racism and oppression of all forms. To embrace this ongoing mission we have created a standing committee of Board and Staff members to explore opportunities for justice in all of our programs and promote equitable practices and learning across the organization. We invite feedback and participation.

At the Steel Yard we believe everyone deserves access to the education, skills and equipment needed to directly improve their conditions and community regardless of their race, color, religion, national origin, marital status, political affiliation, sexual orientation or gender identity, status with regard to public assistance, disability, sex, age or previous experience.
In 2016, we received our first Cultural Facilities grant from the Rhode Island State Council on the Arts. This funding kicked-off our ensuing capital campaign.

On Tuesday, September 17th 2019, The Steel Yard completed our super studio renovations! The community was welcomed back into our renovated and upgraded 12,000 square foot historic building which is now open year-round, heated, ventilated, restored and more accessible.

Designed by the award-winning KITE Architects, with building and construction by TRAC Builders, renovations to the facility are directly addressing community needs.
STUDIO UPDATES

ACCESSIBILITY

NEW LOBBY

NEW POWER & HEAT

STUDIO OFFICE

WINDOWS
2019 HIGHLIGHTS

MAKE OVERS

We released a hot new brand and saved the pagoda!

NEW YARDIES

We welcomed John Nguyen, Art Production Coordinator, and Adam Chuong, Course Coordinator, to the team. Karen Harris, Steve Offiler, Lee Wesley and Delia Rodriguez-Masjoan joined the Board of Directors.

CREATIVE ECONOMY AWARD

The Steel Yard was awarded NEFA's 2019 Creative Economy Award.
ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE

"The best thing about the Steel Yard is it brings everyone together, especially between mediums."
-Bri Larson, 2019

The Steel Yard’s Residency Program assists artists in growing and strengthening their art practice in a supportive, cooperative environment through access to our studios, tools, resources, and support.

Residents work alongside a cohort of artists and makers, take part in events and sales and are creative leaders in our vibrant community shop. Every Resident receives an all-access pass to our 12,000 square foot industrial art studio.

In 2019, the residency program shifted from an 8 month to a 12 month program - that’s 25% more art making! Artist residents came together to fire the soda kiln, light up the furnace, host art talks, and hold critique nights.

2019 RESIDENTS IN METALS, CERAMICS AND JEWELRY

Emily Baker
Aja Blanc
Erica Compton
Topher Gent
Tom Hubbard | Fellow
David Karoff

Scott Keeley
Brianna Larson | Alloy Fellow
Benjamin Levine
Danika Notar | Fellow
Henry Robinson
Ellen Rogers

DONORS MAKE A DIFFERENCE

In 2019 donors invested in our artist residency program by providing work-stations along with new tools & equipment for ceramics & jewelry.
The Steel Yard offers unique courses in the industrial arts for students of all skill levels. Students receive hands-on experience working with the tools of the trade in a safe and creative environment, and walk away with something they made by hand.

Regardless of past experience- there is something here for everyone. Every course is instructed by working artists and tradespeople who are deeply invested in their craft. We work hard to keep courses affordable and small, with available scholarships, and an average of five to eight students per course.

Due to capital improvements in 2019, Open Enrollment Courses were limited to two seasons; Fall & our first ever Winter session. In those seasons we had 212 students, 146 of those being new students. We were able to hire 18 artist instructors and teaching assistants (7 of whom are new instructors at the Yard).

“The Steel Yard is a low pressure and inclusive place to try new things while receiving support from instructors. It was very easy to let go and make whatever I wanted.”

-Liz Welch, 2020

Donor support provided eight full scholarships - a record number for only two seasons of educational programming.
Public Projects designs, fabricates and installs custom artwork for the public realm. We’re project managers and we’ll work with our partners every step of the way from creative concept to final installation.

We specialize in making functional and artistic street amenities (trashcans, bike racks, benches, fences, etc). We also create and manage fine art installations.

When you hire Public Projects, you get more than a custom piece; we beautify neighborhoods, build community, pay local artists and craftspeople, and support training for Rhode Islanders aimed to promote economic equity.

We saw more than a 30% increase in the number of commissions in our Public Projects department and hired more than 20 independent artists to fulfill those requests in 2019.

Donors make a difference

Because of your support we were able to continue to commission artists to create public-art at a temporary location during studio renovations.
The Steel Yard is dedicated to providing Rhode Islanders who have experienced barriers to financial stability with access to education, training and facilities to learn and practice the industrial arts. We offer paid job-readiness programs that provide the technical skills necessary to make participants more employable in livable-wage jobs.

Programs are facilitated by highly-skilled artists and fabricators with industry experience, who teach participants to proficiently use the tools common to the industrial arts. The creative curriculum includes safety, creative problem solving, confidence building, teamwork, apprenticeship opportunities, and active community engagement.

In 2019, we hosted 24 people in our 30-hour introductory Welding Training class, 6 people in the follow-up 4 week program, and 6 people in a 30 hour OSHA safety training. Participants learned basic metalworking skills, fabricated public projects that were installed locally, and got paid to participate.

DONORS MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Donor investment in job training allowed us the flexibility to innovate our programming to better meet both participant & employer needs.
PARTNERSHIPS & COMMUNITY EVENTS

“This was so fun!!! I had never been to the Iron Pour before but now I think I have to go every year!”
-Alison Blackwell, 2019

The Yard is a community resource to create, incubate, experiment, and bring people together. We partner with local businesses, non-profits, community groups, and individuals to organize and host live music, theatrical performances, food festivals, weddings, conferences, workshops, and more.

We attended Pride Fest with our own float, provided Blacksmithing demonstrations all over Rhode Island, held a Yardie party at Rathbone Studios and a Donor Recognition party at Nicholson File in 2019. In September we held a Grand Re-Opening Party that was open to the public and a smashing success. We finished the year up strong with the Halloween Iron Pour in October and a brisk RISCA partnership in December!

DONORS MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Thanks to our sponsors, partners and community members the 2019 Iron Pour broke attendance records (again) as we welcomed everyone back to our restored and renovated site.
VOLUNTEERS

As a community and shared studio we are frequently in need of help with cleaning, organizing, building, painting, etc. We also facilitate a ton of creative projects throughout the year that are only made possible thanks to our volunteers.

Our volunteers built our Pride Float, designed and built Iron Pour props, packed up the entire studio in preparation for renovations, then unpacked the entire studio when construction was done! Special shout out and thanks to Dassault Systemes/SIMULIA and Rhode Island School of Design's P.O.S.E for organizing phenomenal teams for these projects in 2019.

DONORS MAKE A DIFFERENCE

In 2019, 200 individuals volunteered over 2,000 hours at The Steel Yard.
“2019 was defined by the transformative effects and unprecedented scale of donor support for our work. The community collectively invested more than $1.5 million dollars in the Steel Yard’s infrastructure and programs. Including the utilization of capital reserves built up in 2018, we spent over $2 million, almost entirely with local businesses, contractors and suppliers.”

-Frank Previti, Board Treasurer
2019 INCOME
$713,725
- CORPORATE FOUNDATION & BUSINESS SUPPORT $258,573
- INDIVIDUAL DONORS & FUNDRAISERS $199,756
- STATE GRANTS $18,450
- TUITION & STUDIO USE $109,706
- RENTS FROM SITE & OFFICE $13,300
- PUBLIC PROJECT COMMISSIONS $113,940

2019 EXPENSE
$983,856
- COURSES/EDUCATION $160,988
- JOB TRAINING $81,605
- PUBLIC PROJECTS $174,504
- ADMINISTRATION $542,352
- OPERATIONS & FACILITY $24,407

2019 CAPITAL CAMPAIGN
- GIFTS $1,161,559
- EXPENSES $2,109,762
THE STEEL YARD WOULD LIKE TO THANK EVERYONE THAT SUPPORTED OUR PROGRAMS WITH A GIFT IN 2019

$5,000 +

Bauta Family Donor Advised Fund
Peter & Lucia Gill Case
Heather G. & Ronald Florence
State of RI General Assembly - Maryellen Goodwin
Nancy Anderson & Dale Gowen
October Hill Foundation
June Rockwell Levy Foundation
Nordson Corporation Foundation
Polaris MEP
Clay Rockefeller & Manya Rubinstein
Textron Charitable Trust
Windgate Foundation

“We’re thrilled to be able to help with the upgrades of the Steel Yard. We loved visiting and seeing the amazing artists and ongoing education.”

-Tim and Dolce Heffield, 2019

Special Thanks to our sustaining donors who have pledged monthly gifts in support of the Yard and to all of the Yardies who helped design, build, and set up the super studio!
$500 - $4,999

Erik Bright
Jennifer Carnevale
Candita Clayton
Jim Cournoyer
Geni Ferro
Lewis Frank
John Harvey
Anne Hills Holland
Linda & Chuck Hughes
Brian Jepson
Pamela Hughes
Richard Rubinstein & Katherine Kolbert
Rebecca & Michael Lambert
James Lynch
Philip May
Steve Offiler
Arthur Roberts
Robert Rutherford
Clarkson Schoettle
Janette C. Smart Charitable Remainder Trust
Maureen Taylor & Dexter Strong
Charlie Tate
Tony Thomas
Heather Guidero & Ryan Venghaus
$100 - $499

Anthony Adams
Luke Adams
Simone P. Joyaux & Thomas Ahern
Nancy Andersen
Kenneth Barry
Dan Baudouin
Peter McClure & Phoebe Blake
Mark Boddie
Leon Boghossian III
Kenneth Boscher
Mary Jane Bressler
Nancy Brooks
Margaret Butler
Lee Cappola
Robert Carlson
Paula Carmichael
Lisa Carnevale
Jennifer Carnevale
Sybil Cineas
Inter City Contracting, Inc.
Michelle Clark
Judy Croyle
Christopher D'Ovidio
Thomas Deller
Jane Dillon
Daniel Doolittle
Donovan Dougherty
Jane Driver
Larry Dubroff
Joseph Ducharme
Jori Ketten & Chris Erway
Rebekah Ferguson
Robert Fichman
Brian Goldberg
Kenneth Goldman
Joseph Goldstein
Robert Gray
Susan Greenhalgh
Myrth York & David Green
Kerin Hagan
David Hardy
Karen Harris
Nat Harris & Jennifer Quigley Harris
Laura Dodge & John Heany
Terry Van Heusen
Gregory & Genenieve Hunt
Michael Isenberg
David Jackson
C. Peter Jencks
Brian Jepson
Anne Marie Kane
Barbara Hunger & David Karoff
Jef Sneider & Gwen Kay
Bill Kenyon
Sarah Kern
Jayna & Dale Klatzker
Kate Lacouture
Frank LaTorre
Elizabeth Lindgren
Priscilla M. Little
Mike Loeven
Sarah Loehr
Christine Losea
Koen Loeven
Cathy Lund
Megan Lynn
George Marderosian
Daniel Mateus
Micah Salkind & Ted McGuire
Tiffany Medrano
Joe Mendez
William Messner
Jonathan Michelsohn
Kiri Miller
Diane Minasian
Robert & Amalie Montstream
Jane Morein
Colin Murphy
Edward Murray
Karl Nye
Monique Choquette-O'Brien
Chris Pedorella
Michael Phillips
Daniel Prentiss
Dave Stem & Lori Quinn
Darci Reed
$100 - $499

Bob & Karen Rizzo
Ed & Maria Rondeau
Patty Roy
Jesse & Emily Rye
Don S
Gary Sadowski
Amrita Schroeder
Cynthia Schwarz
Lucie Searle
Marcia & Larry Sharp
Jill Sneider
Rosanne Somerson
Scott Sorensen
Thomas Sparks
Robert & Beatrice Swift
Lisa Tacoronte
Eric & Catherine Taylor
Kurt Teichert
Richard Turner
Sally Turner
Emma Van Pelt
Cynthia & Ricardo Vestuti
Daniel Schleifer & Johanna Walczak
Christine & John West
Gillian Kiley & Sam White
Robert Yaffe
Michael Yefko
Dana Zitnick

UP TO $99

Anonymous
Boris Bally
Donna & Dennis Blais
Tanios Bouramia
Kipp Bradford
Thomas Brendler
Robert & Anne Bright
Joan Bryan
Mark Chafee
Brian Connolly
Constance Crawford
Jeffrey & Jessica L Day
Melanie Desantis
Rosalynde Vas Dias
Mary Cary Esser & Morris K Dickens
Tyler Dobrowsky
Elizabeth Donsky
Shauna Duffy
Holly Ewald
James Faulkner
Carol & William C. Freeman
William & Nellie Gillen
Steve Graceffa
Samira Hakki
Lois Harada
Anne-Marie Lubenau
Steven Lubar
Joel Martin
Isabel Mattia
Ken Mitrano
Mark Oribello
Thomas Peirce
Francois Poisson
Diane Postoian
Jim Roche
Ellen Rogers
Jim Rubovits
Brent Runyon
Patricia Sammartino
Allen Spivack
Lisa Stinson
Islay Taylor
Erika Tazberik
Tatyana Yanishevsky
Michael Yefko
Emily & Owen Zaengle
SUPER STUDIO

“You’ve rebuilt a legend, and left a lasting legacy for Providence.”
-Wendy Lawton, 2019

SUPER STUDIO CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
Howie Sneider, Executive Director
Jennifer Carnevale, Board Chair
Clay Rockefeller, Committee Chair
Nicolas Bauta
Joseph A. Chazan, MD
Peter & Lucia Gill Case
Nat Harris
Dan Levinson
Manya K. Rubinstein

BUILDINGS & GROUNDS COMMITTEE
Peter Gill Case
Nick Depace
Steve Offiler
Melvin Wesley
Colin Murphy

SPECIAL THANKS TO
The City of Providence
KITE Architects
Building Enclosure Science
TRAC Builders and all of their subcontractors
2019 SUPER STUDIO DONORS

Charles Antone
RI State Council on the Arts
Janessa Bentley
Marybeth Blanchette
Aja Blanc
Tim Blankenship
Robert Bowen
Megan & Rob Boyaval
Dan Neff & Annaliese Rittershaus-Brauman
Joan Bryan
Nancy Buron
Lisa Carnevale
Stephanie Chafee
Champlin Foundation
Dr. Joseph Chazan
Nicole Chesney
Bryan Choi
Nikki Churchwell
Eliza Cohen
Brian Connollu
Anthony Cote
Chad Council
Thomas Covill
Chris Dalpe
Adam Dau
Diana Delgado
Sonja Deyoe
Gregg Dion
Elizabeth DiPaolo
Brian Dowling
Laura Duclos
Sara Struever & Peter Eiermann
Joshua Ellis
RI Department of Environmental Mgmt
John Fazzino
Elizabeth Fenik
Ben Filchak
Stephanie Fortunato
The Foundry Associates L.P.
Paul Frazier
William Freeman
Eric Giammarco
Julia & Jonathan Gold
Nancy Anderson & Dale Gowen
James Greene
Myrth York & David Green
Michael Grennan
Karen Harris
Tim & Dolce Hefffield
Anna Galloway Highsmith
Andrew Hill
Andrea Hollis
Pamela Hughes
Alanna Iacobbo
Michael Isenberg
Andrea Joseph
Jef Sneider & Gwen Kay
Christine Kelsey
Leigh Kidman
Jayna & Dale Klatzker
Rudolf Kraus
Wendy Lawton
Aaron Legg
Dan Levinson
Steven Lubar
Kate Lyons
John Maccarone
Shanna Post-Maher
Devyn Maher
Ricardo Marinez Montes Martinez
Susan Matthews
Brian Mcmican
Rachel Mello
John Menoche
Josephine Merck
Emmy Mickevicius
Vicky Milne
Mark Klopfer & Cindy Moore
Tara Morris
Gordon & Laura Moss
Nikki Munroe
Colin Murphy
Elinor Nacheman
Nicole Nguyen
Ashley Nutini
Mark Oribello
Thomas Orvosh
Cindy Pierce
Diane Postoian
City of Providence
Marian Purviance
The Rhode Island Foundation
Peter Rogers
Ellen Rogers
Alice Roher
Joshua Rozovsky
Jesse & Emily Rye
Jayson Salvi
Marilyn Salvatore
Justin Scandariato
Debbie Schimberg
Roberta Shapiro
David Sharp
Josh Short
Stephanie Altrui
Kiki Sciullo & Howie Sneider
Clara Sparks
Rebecca Sparks
Fiona Sparks
Thomas Sparks
Matt Stanton
Jenn Steinfeld
Timothy Stenovitch
Abbot Stranahan
David Tarrant
Islay Taylor
Kelly Taylor
Eric & Catherine Taylor
Brian Terrien
Micah Thanhauser
Daniel Schleifer & Johanna Walczak
Ron Wellman
Korinna Winkes
Connie Worthington
Joan Wyand
Tatyana Yanishevsky
Bill Yoder

Please contact Sally Turner, sally@thesteelyard.org, if there are any omissions in this document. Thank you!
INKIND DONORS

We couldn’t do our work without the support of our in-kind partners and businesses who recognize the Steel Yard’s contributions to the local community and economy. Every year these donors give us thousands of dollars worth of talent, time, tools, materials and equipment. Thank you.

Bullard Abrasives
Campus Fine Wine
Megan Costello
RI Welding & Fabricating
Holliston Sand
Rob Houllahan
Local Initiatives Support Corporation
Mid-City Steel
David Morsilli
Nicholson File
Oster Pewter
Pizza J
Tina Tryforos & David Reville
J Schatz
TRAC Builders

EVENT SPONSORS

Adler’s Design Center and Hardware
Allegra Printing
BankRI
Bentley Foundation
Club Fete
High Spirits Liquors
Holliston Sand
Orange Square
Revival Brewing
Robincrest Funding LLC
Thirsty Music
MEMORIAM

Gone. Not forgotten.

Our thoughts are with those in our community who have lost loved ones this past year.

Photo Credit: Phoebe Neel
The Steel Yard is supported by the New England Foundation for the Arts through the New England Arts Resilience Fund, part of the United States Regional Arts Resilience Fund, an initiative of the U.S. Regional Arts Organizations and The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, with major funding from the federal CARES Act from the National Endowment for the Arts.

The Steel Yard’s work is made possible through a combination of program-related earned income, private and government grants, corporate giving and individual philanthropy. 2019 operations are provided in part by a grant from the Rhode Island State Council on the Arts, through appropriation by the Rhode Island Assembly, a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts and private funders.
SUPPORT THE STEEL YARD
BY MAKING A GIFT TODAY!

CLICK HERE TO DONATE

27 SIMS AVENUE PROVIDENCE, RI 02909
P 401-273-7101 THESTEELYARD.ORG